Discovery of multivalued dependencies from database relations is viewed as a search in a hypothesis space de ned according to the generalisation relationship among multivalued dependencies. Two algorithms for the discovery of multivalued dependencies from relations are presented. The topdown algorithm enumerates the hypotheses from the most general to more speci c hypotheses which are checked on the input relation. The bottomup algorithm rst computes the invalid multivalued dependencies. Starting with the most general dependencies, the algorithm iteratively re nes the set of dependencies to conform with each particular invalid dependency. The implementation of the algorithms is analysed and some empirical results are presented.
Introduction
Dependencies between attributes of a database relation express the presence of structure in that relation, that can be utilised in the database design process. In particular, the existence of a multivalued dependency X! !Y in a given relation rR, where X;Y R and X Y = ;, denotes that for each possible value of attributes X, there exist no associations between the values of attributes from Y and from Z = R , X , Y . As a consequence, the relation rR can be decomposed into relations r 1 X Y = X Y r 1 and r 2 X Z = X Z r without loss of information. The decomposition of r into r 1 and r 2 makes the internal structure of relation r explicit. Furthermore, the new representation requires less storage space than the complete relation r.
Traditionally, database dependencies were considered to bepart of the data model provided by the database designer. However, they may also beretrieved from the extensional data. One reason for doing so can bethat the data model, or parts of it, has been lost or is no longer accurate, so that some form of reverse engineering is required. Another reason may bethat certain dependencies were not foreseen by the database designer, but do occur in practice. Once they have been discovered, they may be utilised for restructuring the database, as indicated above, but also for query optimisation. In this paper we address this problem of multivalued dependency discovery, understood as characterising the set of multivalued dependencies that are satis ed by a given collection of data. 2 The paper presents two algorithms for discovery of multivalued dependencies from relations. The presented algorithms are based on the theoretical framework de ned for knowledge discovery in relational databases by Mannila and Toivonen 9 . The top-down algorithm enumerates the hypotheses from the most general to more speci c hypotheses. The hypotheses are veri ed on the complete relation. The bottom-up algorithm computes the set of valid multivalued dependencies using a previously elicited set of invalid multivalued dependencies. Starting with the set of most general dependencies, the bottom-up algorithm iteratively specialises this set in order to avoid contradiction with each particular invalid dependency.
The algorithms for the discovery of multivalued dependencies are based on our previous work on the discovery of database dependencies from relations presented in 5 . The present paper details the application of top-down and bottom-up algorithms for the discovery of multivalued dependencies. The contributions of this paper are: the de nition of the hypothesis space for the discovery of multivalued dependencies; the introduction of the data structure which allows for e cient manipulation of the sets of multivalued dependencies; an improved procedure for the enumeration of hypotheses; and the empirical analysis of the developed discovery algorithms. A more detailed description of the relations between the work on the discovery of database dependencies presented in 5 and the work on the discovery of multivalued dependencies presented in this paper is given in Section 5.
Overview of the paper
Section 2 introduces multivalued dependencies, as well as a language providing an e cient representation. The generalisation specialisation relationship among the sentences of the language is de ned, and the concept of border of a theory is introduced.
In Section 3 we present algorithms for the enumeration of sentences, for testing the generalisation specialisation relationship among sentences, and the top-down and bottom-up algorithms for the discovery of multivalued dependencies. Next, Section 4 presents some aspects of the implementation of the algorithms: the data structure for storing sets of sentences, the procedure for the enumeration of sentences, and some empirical results obtained by the prototype implementation of the algorithms.
Section 5 presents other work closely related to the discovery of multivalued dependencies, and compares the applications of the presented algorithms for multivalued dependencies and functional dependencies. Concluding remarks and some directions for further work are given in Section 6.
Preliminaries
This section presents the basic properties of multivalued dependencies, an ecient representation of multivalued dependencies, and the relationships among multivalued dependencies which are utilised in the induction algorithms. The following sub-section gives a formal de nition of multivalued dependencies and introduces the concept of a dependency basis. Section 2.2 presents the multivalued dependencies in the framework of Model theory 2 . The concept of the border of a theory is de ned and its role in the discovery of multivalued dependencies is presented. Thus, a relation r satis es an mvd X! !Y if for every pair of tuples t 1 2 r and t 2 2 r such that t 1 X = t 2 X the tuple t 3 determined by t 1 and t 2 is in r as well. Note that by exchanging t 1 and t 2 , there should also be a tuple t 4 2 r with t 4 X Y = t 2 X Y and t 4 Z = t 1 Z . Furthermore, notice that a pair of tuples can only violate an mvd in the context of a particular relation, because we need information about tuples not being in the relation. Example 2.1 Consider a relation describing weekly lectures. This relation satis es a multivalued dependency from day of week to date: given the day of week, we can determine the set of dates on which the event occurs. For instance, if the Software Engineering course and the Arti cial Intelligence c ourse are b oth taught on a W e dnesday during the fall semester, and there is an SE lecture on Wednesday October 6, while there i s an AI lecture on Wednesday October 13, then there is also an SE lecture on the latter date and an AI lecture on October 6. Given a set of multivalued dependencies M which are valid in a relation rR, additional dependencies valid in rR can be derived from M using the inference axioms for multivalued dependencies. The axioms are as follows 6 : M1 re exivity, M2 augmentation, M3 additivity, M4 projectivity, M5 transitivity, M6 pseudo-transitivity, and M7 complementation axioms. Only the rst four axioms which are needed in the sequel are presented here; the complete de nition of the axioms as well as a completeness theorem for the inference axioms can be found in 6, 1, 14 . The augmentation, additivity and projectivity axioms provide the basis for an e cient representation of the set of multivalued dependencies. Let F be a set of multivalued dependencies over the schema R. For a given set of attributes X, we can construct a set G = fY j F j = X! !Y g. The set G includes all valid right-hand sides Y of the multivalued dependencies X! !Y which can be derived from F using the axioms just presented. 
Multivalued dependencies

DEPX.
The dependency basis is used for representing multivalued dependencies in the algorithms for discovery of multivalued dependencies from relations. The multivalued dependencies de ned over the relational schema R are represented by sentences of the form X;DEPX where X R and DEPX is the dependency basis of X.
The reasons for using dependency bases as representation of multivalued dependencies are the following. Given a set of attributes X and the set of multivalued dependencies F which are valid in r there exists a single dependency basis which represents all dependencies X! !Y which are entailed by F. Furthermore, the representation of F using dependency bases is e cient for verifying whether a multivalued dependency X! !Y is entailed by F. The test can beperformed by checking if the right-hand side of the dependency Y can beexpressed as the union of some sets from DEPX 1 . Finally, the dependency bases turned out to bea suitable representation of multivalued dependencies for the de nition of the enumeration procedure in discovery algorithms.
Theory of a relation
Let rR be a relation, and let S = X;DEPX be a sentence as de ned above. The selection predicate qrR; S is a truth function which, given a relation r and a sentence S, returns T r u e if S holds in r and F a l s e otherwise. The selection predicate is based on the de nition of the multivalued dependencies presented in Section 2.1. A sentence S = X;DEPX is true in r, or qr; S = T r u e , if every dependency X! !Y where Y 2 DEPX is true in relation r. The truth of a sentence S in r implies the truth of all multivalued dependencies which can be derived from the set fX! !Y i j Y i 2 DEPXg using the inference axioms for multivalued dependencies.
The set of all sentences which are true in relation rR is called the theory of relation rR with respect to the language L of multivalued dependencies and the selection predicate q 9 . Formally, the theory of r with respect to L and the selection predicate q is T L; r; q = fS j S 2 L^qr; S = T r u e g.
The sentences of the theory are ordered by the partial ordering relationship among the sentences of L. This relationship plays an important role in the design of the algorithms for the induction of multivalued dependencies: it is used for enumerating hypotheses sentences, and it serves as a means for selecting the minimal set of sentences equivalent to the theory T L; r; q which is maximally consistent.
Before presenting the partial ordering relationship , we present the relationship is re nement of among the dependency bases. Suppose the dependency bases DB 1 and DB 2 are given. The dependency basis DB 1 re nes the dependency basis DB 2 if each element of DB 2 is the exact union of some elements from DB 1 The partial ordering relationship is de ned in accordance with the semantic implication relationship. The rst condition of the above de nition resembles the augmentation axiom M2. The second condition of the de nition implements the additivity axiom M3. If a sentence S 1 is more general than a sentence S 2 , o r S 1 S 2 , then S 2 is entailed by S 1 ; moreover, every sentence which can be derived from S 2 can also bederived from S 1 . Therefore, the generalisation relationship is monotonic: qr; S 1 = T r u ê S 1 S 2 = qr; S 2 = T r u e . The relationship is used to de ne a more optimal representation of the theory of a relation r. The sentences from the theory, which can be derived from a more general sentence from the theory, can beeliminated without loss of information. If all sentences for which there exists a more general sentence in the theory are eliminated, then the remaining set includes only the most general sentences of the theory | this set is called the positive border of the theory 9 . Formally, the positive border of theory T L; r; q is B + T = fS j S 2 T: 9 S 1 S 1 2 T S 1 Sg.
Similarly, the sentences which are false in r can also be represented by a smaller set of false sentences. Before presenting the details, some properties of the false sentences are given. First, the generality relationship has in the case of false sentences a di erent interpretation. If the sentence S 1 is more general than the sentence S 2 and the sentence S 2 is false in r, then we can conclude that S 1 is also false in r. In general, all sentences, which are more general than a statement which is false in r, are also false.
Let T n denote the set of all sentences from L which are false in r with respect to q. If all sentences from T n for which there exists a more speci c sentence in T n are removed, the remaining set of sentences includes only the most speci c false statements. This set is called the negative border of the theory, formally: B , T = fS j S 2 T n: 9 S 1 S 1 2 T n^S S 1 g.
The union of the positive and the negative borders is called the border of a theory, denoted BT . In short, the border of the theory includes the most speci c sentences which are false, and the most general true sentences. Note also that the border consists of those sentences whose specialisations are all true, and whose generalisations are all false.
The problem of the discovery of multivalued dependencies from relations can now, in the framework of the above de nitions, be seen as the computation of the positive border of a theory. The following section describes two algorithms for this computation.
Algorithms
In this section we present the top-down and bottom-up approaches to the computation of multivalued dependencies valid in the input relation. The top-down algorithm for the computation of the positive border of the set of valid dependencies starts with the set of most general multivalued dependencies. The set is specialised until the most general valid dependencies from the positive border are reached. The bottom-up algorithm starts with the computation of the negative border of the set of invalid dependencies by eliciting false dependencies directly from the input relation. It computes the positive border by enumerating the minimal specialisations of the sentences which form the negative border.
Before presenting the details of the algorithms for induction of multivalued dependencies, we present the procedure for the enumeration of sentences, and the procedure for testing the relationship between the sentences, which are both employed in the top-down and bottom-up algorithms.
Enumeration of sentences
The enumeration of sentences is based on the lattice induced by the relationship . The most general sentence in the lattice de ned for the schema R is the sentence ;; R . Specialisation of sentences is achieved by using the following two rules. Let S = X;fX 1 ; : : : ; X n g, where X R and X i R , X are non-overlapping sets, bea sentence de ned under the schema R. Specialisation of S, denoted S 0 , can be one of the following.
1. Rule: S 0 = Y;fX 1 ; : : : ; X j,1 ; X j+1 ; : : : ; X n g, where Y = X X j 2. Rule: S 0 = X;fX 1 ; : : : ; X i,1 ; X i+1 ; : : : ; X j,1 ; X j+1 ; : : : ; X n+1 g, where X n+1 = X i X j
In the rst case, the set of attributes X is joined with an element a set of attributes of DEPX yielding a new set of attributes Y as the rst component of S 0 . The second rule states that two arbitrary elements X i and X j of the dependency basis DEPX can be joined, yielding a set of attributes X n+1 , which is a new element o f DEPX in the sentence S 0 . If the sentence X;fX 1 ; : : : ; X n g is valid in a relation r, then the above two rules generate, in accordance with Axioms M2 and M3, other sentences valid in r. Each S 0 thus generated is called an immediate specialisation of S; conversely, S is called an immediate generalisation of S 0 .
Testing relationship
Let S 1 and S 2 be sentences de ned under the schema R. The relationship S 1 S 2 can be tested using the function MGE More General or Equal presented in Algorithm 1.
Note that the set D used in lines 3-6 corresponds to DEPXnZ as de ned in Section 2.2. The function refinesDB 1 ,DB 2 at line 7 is used to check if the relationship is re nement of holds between DB 1 and DB 2 . As presented in Section 2.2, DB 1 re nes DB 2 if each element o f DB 2 is the exact union of some elements from DB 1 . For instance, the dependency basis ffA 1 g; fA 2 ; A 3 g; fA 4 g; fA 5 gg is a re nement of the dependency basis ffA 1 ; A 2 ; A 3 g; fA 4 ; A 5 gg. 
Top-down algorithm
The top-down algorithm uses the enumeration of sentences as presented at the beginning of this section. The validity o f s e n tences is determined using the function qr; s which checks if a sentence s is valid in the relation r with respect to the de nition of multivalued dependencies given in Section 2.1.
The top-down algorithm is presented as Algorithm 2. The variable B + denotes a set of sentences which is used to gather the sentences from the positive border as they are generated by the algorithm. The variable H includes the hypotheses. Initially, the set includes the most general sentence. Later H is incrementally re ned as the algorithm considers more speci c hypotheses line 10. Finally, the immediate specialisations of a sentence S which are generated in line 9 are those specialisations which can beobtained by a single invocation of either Rule 1 or Rule 2 presented at the beginning of this section.
Eliciting the negative cover
The bottom-up algorithm di ers from the top-down algorithm in that it rst constructs a set of invalid sentences, as follows. The set of invalid sentences which is constructed after having dealt with each pair of tuples in this way, includes the most speci c sentences which are false in r. We call this set the negative cover. While logically equivalent t o the negative border, it does not necessarily contain the same set of sentences: in particular, it may contain several sentences with the same rst component. However, compressing the negative cover would bean expensive operation, and is not needed for the correctness of the bottom-up algorithm. For this reason, the negative cover is used instead of the negative border.
Let us explain the algorithm for eliciting negative cover presented as Algorithm 3 in more detail. The set X includes the attributes on which t 1 
Bottom-up algorithm
The bottom-up algorithm is an iterative algorithm: it starts with the set of most general sentences and specialises it in each step of the iteration to conform with one false dependency from the negative cover. Therefore, the main loop of the algorithm iterates through the sentences comprising the negative cover. In od; 13. od; 14. od; 15. end; Algorithm 4: Bottom-up algorithm each step, the positive border is re ned by specialising the sentences which are contradicted by the currently considered invalid sentence from the negative c o ver.
Let us present some details of the bottom-up algorithm which is presented as Algorithm 4. Firstly, searching the sentences S p in B + contradicted by S n line 5 can be seen as searching the sentences in B + which are more general than S n .
As will be pointed out later, this procedure has to beimplemented e ciently to beable to use the bottom-up algorithm for larger relations. Next, the sentences S 0 p in line 7 are the closest specialisations of S p which are not contradicted by S n , that is, each S 0 p is more speci c than S n , and at least one of the immediate generalisations of S 0 p those sentences that can be obtained by a single invocation of the inverse rules of Rule 1 and Rule 2 is contradicted by S n . Finally, S 0 p is covered by B + if a more general sentence than S 0 p exists in B + .
Implementation
This section presents some implementation details of the top-down and bottomup algorithms. The data structure for e ciently representing sets of statements is described in the following section. The methods used for the optimisation of the enumeration process are described in Section 4.2. Finally, some results of experiments with the prototype implementation of the algorithms are presented in Section 4.3.
Representing sets of sentences
The representation of sets of sentences is important for an e cient implementation of the previously presented algorithms for discovery of multivalued dependencies. Such a data structure must allow e cient implementation of the operations add, delete, membership test, and generalised membership operations. Here, the rst three operations have the usual semantics. The generalised membership operations search for a sentence which is either more speci c than a given sentence S, or more general than S. Furthermore, since the negative and positive borders can contain large numberof sentences, the data structure used for the representation of the sets of dependencies should be memory-e cient.
A data structure called MVD-tree is de ned for representing sets of sentences as de ned in Section 2. MVD-tree is based on the data structure for the representation of the sets of functional dependencies 13 . It meets all of the above stated requirements: it provides an e cient implementation of the above mentioned operations, and it takes advantage of the repeating patterns which appear in sentences to reduce the space needed to store a set of sentences. Let us rst present an antecedent tree which is later used in the de nition of the MVD-tree. Suppose that the attributes from R are totally ordered.
De nition 4.1 Antecedent tree Given a relation scheme R, an antecedent tree over R is a tree with the following properties: speci c than all sentences represented by a subtree rooted at A. This label is used for the e cient realization of the generalised membership operations. The second label, denoted E, is used for the representation of the dependency bases of sentences stored in the MVD-tree. MVD-tree is de ned as follows.
De nition 4.2 MVD-tree Given a relation scheme R and a set of sentences S over R, the MVD-tree of S is de ned as follows:
for every sentence X;DB 2 S there exists a path from the root of MVDtree to the node A; the path includes all attributes from X and A corresponds to the highest attribute from X, the label G of each tree node A stores a sentence which is either the least upper bound or the greatest lower bound of all sentences represented by a subtree rooted at A, and the label E of each node A stores a set of dependency bases DB i of sentences X;DB i such that the path corresponding to X ends in the node A.
The above de nition provides two possible values of the label G. Suppose an MVD-tree T and a sentence S = X;DB are given. Firstly, the value of Glabels of nodes A that constitute T can be the greatest lower bound glb of sentences represented by the subtree rooted at A. In this case, T is prepared for e ciently searching for a more speci c sentence than a given sentence S. Secondly, the value of G-labels of nodes A can be the least upper bound lub of sentences represented by the subtree rooted at A. In this case, MVD-tree T is prepared for searching for a more general sentence than S in T.
Let us now present the operation which adds a new sentence S = X;DB to an MVD-tree and, through this, illustrate the roles of the labels G and E. As de ned above, S is in an MVD-tree represented as a path comprised of the attributes from X. Each G-label of nodes on the path is updated when a new sentence is added to the tree. In particular, the value of label G de ned for a node A is replaced by a sentence which is either lub or glb of sentence S and the previous value of G for the node A. In this way, each G-label of nodes A on the path corresponding to X includes a sentence which bounds all sentences represented by a subtree rooted at A. This property of the MVD-tree is e ectively used by the generalised membership operations. The E-labels of all nodes from the path representing S, except the last node from the path, are not a ected by the addition of a sentence S to the MVD-tree. The dependency basis DBof S is added to the E-label of the last node of path that corresponds to X, indicating the last node of the sentence S, and storing the second component of S.
Example 4.1 An example of an MVD-tree is presented in Figure 1 . Suppose a relation r has the schema R = ABCDE. MVD-tree presented in Figure 1 stores the following sentences: AB; fC D ;E g, A; fB;CDEg, BD;fA; C; Eg, BE;fAD; Cg, and DE;fAB; Cg. 2 As already mentioned above, the MVD-tree allows for the e cient implementation of the usual membership operation, and the generalised membership operations. Let us now s k etch the realization of these operations. Suppose a sentence S = X;DB and an MVD-tree T are given. The operation which veri es if S is an element of T is realized by a simple traversal starting at the root of T, following the attributes which constitute X, and nally checking if the dependency basis DBis included in the value of the label E of the node representing the highest attribute from X.
The generalised membership operations are used for searching a more speci c or a more general sentence than a given sentence S in a MVD-tree T. For the former operation the labels G of nodes are computed using the operation glb. The operation which searches in T for a more speci c sentence than S uses label G as a guide. Since the labels G of nodes A include the greatest lower bound of sentences represented by a subtree rooted at A, only the subtrees of T where S is not more speci c than the value of G need to beconsidered. In the case that S is more speci c than G of a node A, then the subtree rooted at A does not include a more speci c sentence than S. Furthermore, search is constrained by the contents of the set X. Namely, each path which is visited by the procedure and which ends by a node A, has to include all attributes from X which are smaller than or equal to A.
The operation for searching a more general sentence than S = X;DB i n a n MVD-tree T is de ned similarly to the above operation. For this operation the labels G of nodes A which constitute the tree T include the least upper bound of sentences represented by subtree rooted at A. The operation for searching a more general sentence than S in T considers the following sentences. Firstly, only those sentences need to beconsidered which are represented in subtrees of T where the sentence S is not more general than the label G. In the case that S is more general than G than the subtree rooted at A can not include more general sentences. Secondly, the sentences from T that need to be considered by the operation include only those sentences which are represented by a path Y such that X Y .
Controlling the enumeration of sentences
The sentences over a relational schema R are ordered by the is-more-general relationship which serves as a basis for the de nition of the enumeration of sentences. Let us now consider the representation of sentences and the enumeration of sentences in more detail.
We assume some total ordering over the attributes of schema R. Furthermore, we assume the existence of a special attribute which is smaller than every other attribute. A sentence S = X;fX 1 ; : : : ; X n g can now be written as a set of mutually disjunctive sets of attributes from R: S 0 = fX 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X n g where X 0 = X f g. In addition, the representation of sentences meets the following requirements. First, the attributes of each set from S 0 are written in ascending order, and second, the sets which constitute S 0 are written with respect to the ascending order of the rst attribute from the set. For example, a sentence fBg; ffD;Fg; fA; Cg; fEgg o ver the schema R = ABCDEF can be written as ff ;B g; fA; Cg; fD;Fg; fEgg. Finally, each sentence includes a marker which denotes the currently active set in a sentence. In the following examples marked sets are underlined. The purpose and the use of markers will be presented through the algorithm for the enumeration of sentences. Figure 2 . The sentences are arranged i n t h r ee levels. The rst level includes only the most general sentence which is composed of sets including single attributes. The rst set of most general sentence includes only the special attribute which is denoted a s 0. The second level includes the specialisations of the most general sentence f0; A ; B ; C ; D g. The third level includes the specialisations of the sentences at the second level. Note that a column of sentences at the third level includes the specialisations of the sentence placed above the column at the second level. The specialisations of the sentences at the third level are trivial sentences, which are not indicated. Finally, note that each sentence i n the third level is a specialisation of two or three sentences from the second level. For instance, the sentence f0B D ; A ; C g i s a s p ecialisation of the sentences f0B; A; C; Dg; f0D; A; B; Cg and f0; A ; B D ; C g. The exact meaning of the lines between the sentences in Figure 2 are described below. 2
The above example shows that a simple top-down enumeration of sentences over a schema R using the two rules presented in Section 3 would in the case that R includes more than a few attributes result in a large number of repeated sentences. Each of the repeated sentences would either have to be tested against the complete relation Algorithm 3, or it would have to be tested against the negative c o ver of the theory Algorithm 4. In any case, such e n umeration significantly a ects the performance of the previously presented algorithms. In order to avoid repeated enumeration, Algorithm 5 is used.
Input: A sentence S = fX 0 ; : : : ; X i ; : : : ; X n g defined under relation rR. Output: Sentences which are more specific than S. Method:
1. procedure enum sentence S ; 2. begin 3. i = S.marker; 4. foreach j 2 i::n do 5. foreach k 2 j + 1 ::n do 6 . output S ; 10. enum S ; 11. ; 12.
od; 13. od; 14. end;
Algorithm 5: Enumeration of sentences
To enumerate all sentences de ned under the schema R the above procedure is called by taking the most general sentence as a parameter. The index of the marked element active set of a sentence S is denoted as S.marker line 3. Next, notice the use of functions f i r s t X and lastX in the algorithm: the function f i r s t X returns the rst element of the set X and the function lastX yields the last attribute from X. Algorithm 5 enumerates the sentences in a top-down manner. The specialisations of S are formed by joining two sets of attributes from S line 7. The pairs of sets that are joined include all di erent pairs selected from the sets which are higher than the marked set and including the marked set lines 4 and 5. Furthermore, pairs are joined only if the last attribute of the rst set precedes the rst attribute of the second set line 6. The set which is formed by joining two sets becomes the active set. for instance, after enumerating the sentence f0A; B; C; Dg, the algorithm pro-Domain jrj jRj n neg n pos t td t bu=neg t bu=pos 
Empirical analysis
The algorithms for discovery of multivalued dependencies were implemented using the Sicstus Prolog programming language in a program called mdep. The relations are represented in mdep as Prolog ground facts. The MVD-tree is represented by dynamic predicates. Each node n of the MVD-tree is stored as a predicate treeX; G; E where the predicate name tree denotes the name of a tree, the argument X represents the path from the root to the node n, G stores the least upper bound or the greatest lower bound of the sentences whose rst component subsumes X, and E includes a list of dependency bases of sentences which end in n. The trees can be traversed by simply adding or removing the last attributes to from X, progressing in this way downwards or upwards in the tree, respectively.
The experiments with mdep presented in Table 1 were done on a Sun station ULTRA 1. The datasets which were used in the experiments are available at UCI Machine learning repository 10 . In the case of the datasets Car, Bupa and Abalone we use randomly selected subsets of the original datasets. For each experiment we specify the name of the relation dataset rR, the number of tuples in relation jrj, the number of attributes of relation jRj, the number of sentences in the negative cover n neg , the number of sentences in the positive border n pos , the time in seconds required to compute the positive border using the top-down algorithm t td , the time required to compute the negative c o ver t neg , and the positive border t pos using the bottom-up algorithm.
We will now comment on the results of the experiments presented in Table 1 . The top-down algorithm outperforms in most cases the bottom-up algorithm. This is primarily due to the computation of the negative cover Algorithm 3. This algorithm constructs the set of most speci c invalid sentences for each particular pair of relation tuples. Let rR be a relation where jrRj = n and jRj = k. For each particular pair of tuples t 1 and t 2 which agree on the values of attributes from X jXj = m, 2 k,m di erent sentences are the candidates for the invalid sentences, each corresponding to a particular subset of R , X. Checking the validity of each candidate sentence requires an additional scan of the relation rR. On the other hand, checking the validity of a sentence in the top-down algorithm requires On 3 time.
The number of sentences de ned under relation schema R increases exponentially with jRj. This is re ected in Table 1 in the time needed for the computation of the positive border. However, the time for the computation of the positive border depends as well on the internal structure of the relation. The current implementation of the algorithms can beused for the discovery of multivalued dependencies from relations which have up to 10 attributes and include only few hundreds of tuples. Since the e cient implementation of MVD-tree is important for the performance of top-down and bottom-up algorithms, we expect that the implementation in an e cient procedural programming language could signi cantly improve the performance of algorithms.
Related work
The work on the discovery of multivalued dependencies from relations is closely related to the work on the discovery of functional dependencies from relations presented in 3, 13 and the discovery of database dependencies presented in 5 . The basic skeletons of the algorithms for the discovery of multivalued dependencies presented in Section 3 are those of algorithms for the discovery of database dependencies presented in 5 . With regards to the previous work, this paper introduces a detailed description of the top-down and bottom-up algorithms for the discovery of multivalued dependencies. In particular, the use of the dependency basis 1 for the representation of hypotheses is presented, the specialisa-tion generalisation relationship among the sentences is de ned, the data structure for the representations of the sets of sentences called MVD-Tree is presented, and the empirical analysis of the algorithms for the discovery of multivalued dependencies is described. Finally, the procedure for the enumeration of sentences in the top-down and bottom-up algorithms is improved to avoid repeated enumeration of sentences.
The di erences between the application of top-down and bottom-up algorithms for the discovery of functional and multivalued dependencies are as follows. In the case of functional dependencies, the bottom-up algorithm on average outperforms the top-down algorithm. The ratio between the computation times varies signi cantly from 1:1 to 30:1 in the cases when the bottom-up algorithm performs better than the top-down algorithm 5 . As presented in Section 4.3, the opposite holds for multivalued dependencies, that is, on average the top-down algorithm outperforms the bottom-up algorithm. Again, the exact ratio depends signi cantly on the shape of the input relation. We will now present some reasons for the di erence in performance of the top-down and bottom-up algorithms. The main reason lies in the di erent de nitions of the multivalued and functional dependencies and, consequently, in the di erent complexities of the algorithms for the computation of negative cover. Secondly, the implementation of algorithms for functional dependencies does not include the e cient e n umeration procedure, which could improve the performance of top-down algorithm for the functional dependencies. Thirdly, the implementation of MVD-tree in Prolog is not e cient, which signi cantly degrades the performance of Algorithm 4 for mvds. Finally, the inability to use the correct negative border in the case of multivalued dependencies results, among others, in poorer performance of the procedure for checking the validity o f multivalued dependencies.
This work on discovery of multivalued dependencies is related to the work on discovery of interesting sentences performed by Mannila and Toivonen 8, 9 . The term`interesting sentences' denotes the sentences of languages which can be partially ordered by a relationship which is monotonic and expresses a form of generalisation specialisation between sentences. Such languages include association rules, functional dependencies, and multivalued dependencies. The top-down and bottom-up algorithms are closely related to the levelwise algorithm presented in 9 . The levelwise algorithm calculates the positive border of the theory using a breadth-rst search algorithm which enumerates the sentences level-by-level with respect to the lattice of sentences, checks the truth of each enumerated sentence against the complete relation, and eliminates the sentences in the descendent levels which are known to be false.
Furthermore, the presented algorithms are related to the Candidate-Elimination algorithm introduced by Mitchell 11 . Given a set of positive and a set of negative training examples, this algorithm computes the general boundary the set of maximally general valid sentences G and the speci c boundary the set of maximally speci c valid sentences S. The Candidate-Elimination algorithm is an iterative algorithm which adjusts the borders in each step to comply with one positive or negative training example. As stated by the Version space representation theorem, all valid sentences which conform with the training examples are the sentences which are between G and S, that is, the sentences at least as speci c as a sentence from G and at the same time at least as general as a sentence from S. The space of hypotheses has in the case of database dependencies only the general boundary G which corresponds to the previously presented positive border i.e. S is xed and consists of all maximally speci c sentences.
Finally, attribute dependencies from database relations is related to predicate invention which is a form of constructive induction. If a functional or multivalued dependency is satis ed by a relation, the relation can be decomposed into two new relations with fewer attributes, such that the join of these new relations gives us back the original one. In logic programming terms a database relation corresponds to a predicate, and a decomposed relation corresponds to a new, intensional de nition of the originally extensionally speci ed predicate in terms of two new extensional predicates. This approach w as worked out in 4 . However, the attributes of the new relations must be already present in the original relation. 15 develops a method of function rather than relation decomposition which i s capable of introducing new attributes.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented two algorithms for the computation of multivalued dependencies from relations. The hypothesis space used in the algorithms is de ned in accordance with the theoretical view of the discovery of interesting sentences proposed in 9 . The top-down algorithm computes the multivalued dependencies from the input relation by using the generalisation specialisation hierarchy of multivalued dependencies to investigate the hypotheses from the most general towards more speci c hypotheses. Our bottom-up algorithm provides an alternative by rst calculating the invalid dependencies, and later calculating valid dependencies from the invalid dependencies, rather than from the dataset. The implementation of the algorithms was analysed and the empirical results of the algorithms were presented.
From an application perspective, database dependencies discovery can be employed in the design and re-engineering of relational databases. The design of relational databases using functional and multivalued dependencies 6, 14 includes formal methods for the de nition of relational databases which are consistent and which have minimal redundant information. Among others, multivalued dependencies serve as the basis for the de nition of the fourth normal form 6 of relational databases which ensures that all attributes of a database relation depend, either by functional dependencies or by m ultivalued dependencies, exclusively on the superkeys of that relation. The re-engineering of the relational databases 7 comprises the methods for restructuring existing relational databases with respect to the various forms of database integrity constraints, including multivalued dependencies. Finally, the discovery of database dependencies can assist in the process of the discovery of other types of patterns from relational databases by revealing the internal structure of relations. This can be utilised in planning the overall process of knowledge discovery as well as for the possible restructuring of the datasets.
